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DRESS CODE EXPECTATIONS:

You need to be dressed appropriately for school.
Clothing worn to school should be appropriate 

for an educational setting.  
School administration reserves the right to 

make the final decision on what is or is not 
acceptable.

We believe we have a dress code that is 
reasonable and takes into account current 
fashion/ what one is able to find in stores, and 
what is suitable and conservative for a school 
environment.



DRESS CODE EXPECTATIONS
Not Appropriate:

❑ Beachwear

❑ Short shorts/ skirts – If we can’t see your shorts under your shirt they 
are likely too short…

❑ Crop tops – if they have a tank underneath and no stomach shows 
then ok, or if with high-waisted leggings and when hand is raised no 
stomach shows then ok.

❑ Low necklines

❑ Excessively revealing muscle shirts

❑ Clothing with drug, alcohol, sexual or violent references

❑ Accessories or jewelry made of weapons or that resemble weapons
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Other Guidelines:

❑ Tops and bottoms should not leave undergarments 
exposed, other than waistbands or bra straps – applicable 
to everyone.

❑ A sports bra is considered an undergarment and should 
generally not be exposed 

❑ Hats and hoods need to be removed when entering and 
while in the school

❑ It is not appropriate to wear muddy footwear into the 
building
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Other Items that MAY NOT meet dress code:

❑ Ripped jeans where undergarments may show

❑ Backless or mesh shirts that expose 
undergarments

❑ Clothing with questionable slogans or messaging
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In the event that what you are wearing is considered 

unacceptable, you may be asked to  change, or call home 
to have more suitable attire delivered to the school.

These rules apply for field trips, track meet day, at recess – 
the whole school day and at all school functions.

River Valley School’s clothing policy is conservative, and 
will be monitored in a reasonable manner, keeping 
common sense in mind.

If you believe the outfit is questionable, PLEASE DO NOT 
WEAR IT TO SCHOOL.

Thank you for your good judgment in this area.


